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Reiki Marma therapy is a blend of a Japanese Healing philosophy and ancient Ayurvedic energy
practices. Reiki is a therapy used to relax and reduce stress and commonly used to balance “ki,”
energy in the body. This universal energy exists in us and all around us. We tend to sense
energy when we walk into a room or feel another person’s warmth. In Ayurveda, each person is
unique and therapies are based on nature with a goal to create balance based on individual
needs. “Prana” energy is directed through the body through the breath, or through movement
and marma points which can be used to decrease or increase energy flow. Reiki Marma therapy
has naturally evolved from my work with clients and over the years has become my method in
working on myself and others. The two therapies combined are effective and provide deep
stress reduction, ultimate relaxation and long-lasting results.  Give it a try!

● Prepare your space and plan for 5-10 minutes at least where you are uninterrupted,
phone is silenced, and you are in a comfortable sitting position. Add essential oils to
your diffuser if you wish.

● Take a few deep breaths to become aware of your body and mind. Let your thoughts
come and go as you continue to focus on your inhale and exhale.

● Warm up your hands by rubbing your palms together, or touch the thumb to the palm.
Rub the fingertips together. See if you can start to feel a sensation between your fingers
and hands.

● Keep index, middle and ring fingers together and use these fingers to touch or hover
over each point. Rotate fingers lightly at each point, clockwise, for about 8 seconds.

● Use your entire hands, with palms face down, for harder to reach or larger areas of the
body.

● Make sure you are comfortable the entire time. Light pressure is very effective as all
energy work is very subtle.

● When finished, sit quietly for a few minutes, noticing the good feeling, sensations, and
stronger connection to yourself.

Fingertip points:
● Top center (crown) of head
● Between the eyebrows (third eye)
● Throat
● Center of chest
● Belly button
● Bottom center of each foot
● Center of each palm

Palm:
● Top of thighs
● Hips or reach behind to your lower back - sacrum area

More information
International Association of Reiki Professionals: https://iarp.org/learn-about-reiki/
Chopra Center: https://chopra.com/articles/learn-all-about-marma-point-therapy


